Part Time / Full Time
Software - Cloud - UAVs - UGVs

Cloud Ararat GmbH
Address : Willy-Messerschmitt-Straße 1
82024, Taufkirchen, Bayern
Tel/Whatsapp : +49 151 54119300
Email : info@cloudararat.com
Web : cloudararat.com/careers
Product : https://connectedops.com

UAS Software Engineer
Responsibilities :
- UAV Mission Planning software module
- Commercial UAV software/SDK integration to CONNECTED OPS software
- Cloud based command and control module
- Aerial data management

Mobile Application Developer
Responsibilities
- native Android or iOS application development
- Mobile based UAV control, mission planning

Software Developer : .net, Angular, SQL
Responsibilities:
- Development using C# .net Core, Typescript/angular, Linq and SQL
- Understanding of web applications and API development in cloud environments
Projects include Software Engineering, Unmanned Aerial Systems (drones), Unmanned Ground Systems (robots) and cloud technologies